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The river is in our familiar place, while sometimes sometimes bring disaster,
Is familiar to many people, we have enjoyed the blessings. Mountain, village, town,
Play a role of the water cycle that leads to the sea the river has now also faces many challenges.
Scattering dust in the large number of trees and watershed if floods occur reach estuary, Somerset
It gives the Zama impact. Pula has been used especially become indispensable to our lives
By sticks system of garbage, that adverse effects on the rivers and marine ecosystems is a concern
It has led to the state.

As the responsibility of our adult generation, not only pick up these rivers trash, river Ya
Taking people both hands involved in the sea to suppress the generation and outflow, regain the beautiful river and the sea
We have come to the time to act to Sutame. Therefore, in rivers and marine environment conservation of the national
Civil society organizations and individuals, administrative personnel, the power of private businesses and researchers mobilize to tackle
And, as a first step in order to consider action the measures for resolution, in Tokyo
It held a "first Kaikawa trash Summit".

Over the two days, spread the ① network, get to know ② river trash, your ③ river
Toward to see measures, exchanged views on, and experience the cleanup activities, information
Repeatedly broadcast share, to declare that it has confirmed the following.

Mediumterm action towards the reduction of river trash
Civil society organizations to address the conservation activities of this time bringing together the gathered river and marine environment Ya
Individuals, government personnel, private businesses and researchers, only a few of the parties
It is. In the future, while increasing the people according to the activities and behavior, about 5year as follows:
In the meantime you have a guideline, we will continue to expand.
In addition, in to continue to hold a river trash Summit, we worked on a shortterm outcomes
Make sure, you want to go explore a better strategy.
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○ sharing and goal setting of the first challenges
Of for solving discussion has a "place", to maintain (the establishment of the secretariat).

Study and planning of ○ for the second resolution strategy
To share the roles and schedule.
To develop action programs in each basin characteristics of the river.

Development and construction of ○ execution and social system of the third action program
To take advantage of the river cooperation organizations and other systems, actionflop in the country of the river basin
To implement the program.

Finally, the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo, but will be the Paralympic Games to be held, come
Beautiful Tokyo to the people of the day has been a lot of countries, it is possible to get to feel the appearance of Japan
It aims to be, now, will start new initiatives.

that's all

January 24, 2015

First Kaikawa trash Summit participants volunteer
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